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About This Game

She Sees Red is an interactive live-action thriller full of drama, violence, and your responsibility.

There's been a strange murder in a night club. A detective is doing her best to find the elusive murderer who continues their
killing spree leaving abundant evidence behind. Make different choices to affect the plot line and reveal all pieces of the puzzle.

Dynamic and non-linear plot: it's a short but intense story with four possible endings that depend on your choices.

Unconventional storytelling: the plot consists of two intertwined lines, and your choices in one of them determines the
other.

Real motion picture: it is a live-action movie presented to you by true professionals.
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Title: She Sees Red
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Rhinotales
Publisher:
Rhinotales
Release Date: Jun 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Core i3 / AMD A6 2.4Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Direct X 11.0 compliant video card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Traditional Chinese,Korean,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Turkish,Czech,Japanese
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The alpha early access is planned to be released in two weeks!:
Hello my fellow followers!
The alpha is almost done, and if everything proceeds as planned, I hope to release it within two weeks!

I want to remind you, to avoid possible accusations in the future, that this is still an alpha, and while it does have more content
then a demo, it is still only a small part of the full game.

In comparison to an alpha, the next version will have one more story arc, once again not connected to two story arcs from the
demo. It will cover five brand new game rooms, located on the still unexplored part of the ship.

Why buy an alpha?

Because it has a very low price - just 3$!

And those who buy it, will of course, receive the full version with no additional cost!. Close Your Eyes -Anniversary
Remake- Early Access releasing on January 24th for $4.99:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/706710/Close_Your_Eyes_Anniversary_Remake/

Thanks to the wonderful feedback on the Yai Gameworks 2018 Questionnaire and some wonderful occurrences that happened
towards the end of 2017, I'm here to announce a finalized date for the release of the early access for Close Your Eyes
-Anniversary Remake-. The early access version of the game will release on January 24th, 2017 for the price of $4.99, though
with a 5% discount for the first week of launch (and an additional 5% off for 10% total if you buy through the Yai Gameworks
Complete Bundle).

The Early Access includes the full remakes of Close Your Eyes and Girl's Graveyard within them at launch, fully completed and
playable from start to finish for all possible endings and secrets. Over the course of the months afterward will work on the other
game modes, the new scenario "Close Your Eyes - Beneath the Surface", "Close Your Eyes -Anniversary Mode-", and "Girl's
Graveyard: Challenge Mode". The price will raise by a bit right before the game leaves Early Access, but I will announce when
that is ahead of time. I am aiming for August 31st as the release out of Early Access, but to prepare for potential delays the
latest may be September 28th.

If you're curious about the Red Haze content update, it will release before the end of April 2018 I promise. Found Horror Game
11.exe also will definitely release sometime before CYE -AR- comes out of Early Access. Hope this transparency helps, I know
I juggle things a lot but all of these things will be completed by the dates I have just mentioned.

Happy 2018 everyone, I hope to surprise you a lot with Yai Gameworks productions throughout the year!. Find the Vulcan's
Hammer!:
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You play as Amelia, a brilliant expert on Roman mythology and a new asset of the Myth Seekers agency. Your assignment is to
continue the investigation of a fellow operative who recently vanished under mysterious circumstances. The first order of
business is to locate the Venusian Codex and get in touch with an Italian agent named Lorenzo. Together you will need to track
down the powerful artifact called Vulcan's Hammer. Time is of the essence as evil forces are also looking for the relic. During
this stunning adventure you will travel across Italy, solving countless puzzles and looking for clues in hidden object scenes.
Learn the truth behind the destruction of Pompeii and face off against the enemies of the Agency as you race to prevent another
catastrophe!

Don’t forget to add the game to your steam wishlist ��

http://store.steampowered.com/app/657040/The_Myth_Seekers_The_Legacy_of_Vulcan/
. Community Weekly: Arena overhaul and Royale updates!:
It’s time for the Community Weekly!
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Big changes are coming to the Battlerite world in The Big Patch™; Arena is getting an overhaul to address staleness and
repetition, Royale will see some map changes, read more in the lastest dev update here.[arena.battlerite.com]

Along with the The Big Patch™ and the free-to-play launch of Battlerite Royale, there is the Battle Pass! Find out what goodies
you can unlock here![www.battlerite.com]
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There is also another chapter in the Book of Lore, this week you can learn more about Lucie - and her brother Zander - in The
Alchemy of Dreams, you can find it here.[lore.battlerite.com]

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fan Art. SnakEscape 1.0.2 Changelog:
Hello, guys!

Today we've uploaded a second patch for out game. For that we would like to thank a user BlitherPaladin for finding a bug
related with choosing level packs. Let's get down to it!

Patch 1.0.2 Changelog:
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